Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering for Probe Detection via Gold Nanorods and AuNRs@SiO\(_2\) Composites
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Abstract: In this paper, a self-assembly method was used to prepare gold nanorod composites, and a seed-growth method was used to adjust the amount of AgNO\(_3\) solution, enabling the preparation of gold nanorods with different aspect ratios. AuNRs@SiO\(_2\) nanocomposite particles were then prepared by using the Stöber method to coat the gold nanorod surface with silica. Transmission electron microscopy showed that the maximum aspect ratio of the gold nanorods was 4.53, which was achieved using 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO\(_3\) solution. The Raman-scattering intensity of the gold nanorods was studied using rhodamine 6G, thiram, melamine, and piroxicam, and detection limits of 10\(^{-8}\) M, 10\(^{-5}\) M, and 10\(^{-3}\) M were, respectively, achieved. As a substrate, these gold nanorods showed good repeatability and reproducibility, and trace detection was successfully achieved. A transmission electron microscopy analysis shows that the SiO\(_2\) shell became thicker with increasing tetraethyl orthosilicate addition. Using AuNRs@SiO\(_2\) as the base and R6G, thiram, and piroxicam as the probes, measurable detection limits of 10\(^{-9}\) M, 10\(^{-6}\) M, and 10\(^{-5}\) M were achieved, and this composite also showed excellent repeatability and reproducibility.
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1. Introduction

As global living standards have improved, food safety, drug safety, and environmental safety have become urgent issues that need to be addressed. In recent years, the field of nanotechnology has rapidly developed due to the unique properties of nanoscale materials and their wide range of applications [1,2]. Gold nanoparticles are very stable and have been widely used in biomedical applications, particularly for drug delivery [3–5], biosensors and imaging [6–8], and cancer diagnosis and treatment [9–11]. Fast and effective detection methods are highly desirable in the biomedical field.

Noble-metal nanostructures exhibit strong optical absorption and optical-scattering properties due to local plasmon resonance. As noble-metal nanomaterials, gold nanomaterials have unique local surface plasmon formant (SPR) and surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), two important properties of gold nanomaterials, which can be controlled by controlling the size and shape of metal nanostructures [12]. Among the different gold nanostructures, gold nanorods are the most widely used, mainly because they have two formant peaks, the longitudinal local surface plasma resonance (LSPR) peak and the transverse local surface plasma absorption (TSPR) peak [13], corresponding to the longitudinal and transverse SPR, respectively. The position of the LSPR peak is very sensitive to the aspect ratio of gold nanorods [14]. According to needs, we can adjust the peak position in the near-infrared region by changing the aspect ratio (AR) of the gold nanorods, while the position of the TSPR peak is not affected by the aspect ratio of the gold nanorods, and is still close to the wavelength range of visible light [15]. In addition, the
SERS activity of metal nanoparticles is significantly related to the morphology and size of the nanoparticles. The larger the nanoparticle, the higher the SERS activity [16,17]. In addition, in most studies, the seed-growth method is used to prepare gold nanorods. When there are small gold nuclei in the solution, adding weak reducing agents such as hydrogen peroxide to the solution can convert HAuCl₄ into gold and slowly deposit gold nanorods. Gold nanoparticles can be prepared by changing the size of the gold nanoparticles and the ratio of gold ions to gold nanorods. Under the constraint of the template, AuNRs with corresponding aspect ratios are directionally grown. This method has low requirements for equipment, a mild reaction, and can expand reproduction. However, the rapid agglomeration of gold nanorods in organic solvents means that test results are difficult to replicate. Coating gold nanorods with another material can effectively avoid this problem. Silica shows good promise as a coating material for the preparation of AuNR composites. The adhesion of a silicon layer keeps the gold nanomaterial stable. Furthermore, methods for coating nanoparticles with SiO₂ are well established, and methods for the coating of precious metals, semiconductors, and magnetic nanoparticles have been reported [18–22]. SiO₂ shells can improve the stability of gold nanorods and inhibit their degradation in harsh thermochemical environments. Moreover, by providing a barrier between cationic surfactants and the environment, SiO₂ coatings can improve the biocompatibility of gold nanorods [23]. However, the variation in SERS signals caused by different silica-coating thicknesses is rarely reported.

A Raman spectrum is a kind of scattering spectrum; based on the Raman-scattering effect, the information of a molecular vibration and rotation is obtained, which is applied to the study of molecular structure. However, Raman spectroscopy requires a lot of energy, and fluorescence has great interference in it. SERS enhanced by 10⁴–10⁶ orders of magnitude compared with the Raman-scattering effect: the relative shape and intensity of bands in SERS are different from those in common Raman spectra. Many vibrational bands that do not exist in ordinary Raman spectra can be observed in SERS. Therefore, Raman spectroscopy is not ideal as a means of detection, and the development of SERS techniques means that trace detection is possible. Yang Liu et al. [24] designed ZnO nanorods (NRs) decorated with Au nanoparticles (NPs), which were grafted into a nanowire forest (NWF, 3D) to prepare a Au-ZnO@NWF hybrid material. This composite material had a rich 3D SERS “hotspot” generated by the electromagnetic coupling of the Au NPs densely distributed on the ZnO NRs in three types of spatial locations. Under experimental conditions, the limit of detection (LOD) of this hybrid material for R6G was as high as 10⁻¹⁰ M, and good spectral reproducibility was achieved. In addition, their prepared SERS device successfully achieved the trace detection of various biochemical molecules, with LODs of 10⁻⁷ M and 10⁻⁹ M for adenine and p-aminothiophenol, respectively. Yaqian Zhao et al. [25] designed nanocone forests consisting of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), which were then attached to silver NPs. The prepared 3D Ag-AuNPs@NCFs exhibited a plasma hybrid mode, which enabled the formation of an enhanced electromagnetic field. Therefore, this sensor had high sensitivity, excellent performance, and intelligent classification capabilities. The LOD for R6G was as low as 10⁻⁹ M. These studies demonstrate that precious-metal nanosurface-enhanced Raman trace-detection technology is highly compelling. Thus, this strategy is a major research focus.

In this paper, a seed-growth method was used to change the amount of silver nitrate solution used to prepare AuNRs, resulting in the formation of AuNRs with different aspect ratios. The SERS performance of these AuNRs was then evaluated using R6G as the probe molecule, and the LOD was established. Moreover, the AuNRs were also used as a substrate for the detection of thiram and piroxicam. Next, AuNRs@SiO₂ nanocomposite particles were prepared by coating the AuNRs with silica using the Stöber method, and the relationship between the thickness of the SiO₂ shell and R6G-detection performance was explored by changing the amount of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). The R6G-detection limit, repeatability, and reproducibility of AuNRs@SiO₂ were determined. This work
provides ideas and detection methods for the trace detection and daily application of precious-metal nanoparticles as the substrate.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals

All the chemical reagents used in this experiment were of an analytical grade. Hexadecyl trimethy lammonium bromide (CTAB, 99.0 wt%), Chloroauric acid (H₃AuCl₄O₄, purity 98%), Sodium borohydride (NaBH₄, purity 98%), and Ascorbic acid (C₆H₈O₆, purity 99%) were purchased from Sinopharm Group Chemical Preparations Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Silver nitrate (AgNO₃, purity ≥ 99.8%), Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, C₈H₂₀O₄Si, purity ≥ 99%), Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, purity ≥ 96%), and Hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%) were purchased from the Tianjin Beichen Founder reagent factory; Rhodamine 6G (C₂₈H₃₁N₂O₃Cl, purity 99%) and thiram (C₆H₁₂N₂S₄, purity 97%) were purchased from Shanghai War Cloud Chemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Melamine (C₃H₆N₆, purity 99%) and Piroxicam (C₁₅H₁₃N₃O₄S, purity 98%) were purchased from Tianjin Zhiyuan Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China). Deionized water was used for all experiments.

2.2. Synthesis of AuNRs and AuNRs@SiO₂

First, 0.3644 g of CTAB was added to 10 mL of deionized water. This mixture was magnetically stirred at 27 °C and 500 r/min to achieve complete dissolution. Next, 250 µL of 10 mM chloroauric acid aqueous solution and 600 µL of 10 mM NaBH₄ aqueous solution were added to the CTAB solution. The combined solution was stirred for 1 h, then was allowed to stand for 3 h before further use. During the experiment, NaBH₄ was configured with ice water.

Second, 3.644 g of CTAB was added to 100 mL of deionized water and magnetically stirred at 27 °C and 1000 r/min to achieve complete dissolution. Then, 5 mL of 10 mM chloroauric acid aqueous solution and 600 µL of 10 mM NaBH₄ aqueous solution were added to the CTAB solution. The combined solution was stirred for 1 h, then was allowed to stand for 3 h before further use. During the experiment, NaBH₄ was configured with ice water.

The room-temperature hydrolysis condensation of TEOS at pH 9–10 was used to coat the surface of the AuNRs with a silica layer. First, the AuNRs were sonicated using an ultrasonic cleaner for 10 min. Next, 1.0932 g of CTAB was added to 30 mL of deionized water. This mixture was magnetically stirred at 22 °C and 600 r/min to completely dissolve the CTAB. Then, the sonicated AuNR solution was added to the CTAB solution. Under continuous stirring, 10 mL of absolute ethanol and 250 µL of 1 M NaOH were sequentially added to the gold solution, and the pH was adjusted to 9–10. Next, a total of 150 µL of TEOS solution (20% in methanol solution) was divided into three portions and added to the gold solution within 15 min. This mixture was continuously stirred for 6 h. When the reaction was complete, the solution was centrifuged for 10,000 r/min, washed with deionized water 2–3 times, and dispersed in 4.0 mL of deionized water for later use. This preparation process was repeated using different volumes of TEOS solution (1.0 mL, 1.25 mL, 1.5 mL, 1.75 mL, 2.0 mL, and 2.25 mL) to prepare AuNRs with different aspect ratios. No other changes were made to the synthesis procedure.

The room-temperature hydrolysis condensation of TEOS at pH 9–10 was used to coat the surface of the AuNRs with a silica layer. First, the AuNRs were sonicated using an ultrasonic cleaner for 10 min. Next, 1.0932 g of CTAB was added to 30 mL of deionized water. This mixture was magnetically stirred at 22 °C and 600 r/min to completely dissolve the CTAB. Then, the sonicated AuNR solution was added to the CTAB solution. Under continuous stirring, 10 mL of absolute ethanol and 250 µL of 1 M NaOH were sequentially added to the gold solution, and the pH was adjusted to 9–10. Next, a total of 150 µL of TEOS solution (20% in methanol solution) was divided into three portions and added to the gold solution within 15 min. This mixture was continuously stirred for 6 h. When the reaction was complete, the solution was centrifuged for 8000 r/min, washed 2–3 times with deionized water, and washed with absolute ethanol 2 times. The obtained AuNRs@SiO₂ composite was then dispersed in 4 mL of deionized water for later use. This preparation process was repeated using different TEOS solution volumes (150 µL, 270 µL, 360 µL, and 540 µL) to prepare AuNRs@SiO₂ composites with silicon layers of different thicknesses.
2.3. Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was adapted to Tecnai GF20 S-TWIN and characterized at a 200 kV acceleration voltage. The manufacturer is the FEI Company (Hillsboro, OR, USA) of the United States. Raman spectra were recorded for the aqueous solution in the presence of NPs placed in the square groove of a silicon substrate using a RENISHAW-invia Raman microscope with a 785 nm excitation light. The manufacturer is Renishaw UK (Wotton-under-Edge, UK).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. TEM Analysis of AuNRs and AuNRs@SiO₂

TEM images of the AuNRs show that the length of the Au nanorods gradually increases with increasing silver-ion content in the reaction, while the width does not significantly change (Figure 1). Using 1.0 mL, 1.25 mL, 1.5 mL, 1.75 mL, 2.0 mL, and 2.25 mL of the AgNO₃ solution during synthesis provides gold nanorods with aspect ratios of 1.97, 3.06, 4.34, 4.48, 4.53, and 4.33, respectively. When less than 20 µmol Ag⁺ is present in the nanorod growth solution, the length of the Au nanorods increases with increasing Ag⁺ concentration, while the nanorod diameter remains the same. However, when more than 20 µmol Ag⁺ is present in the growth solution, the aspect ratio of the Au nanorods significantly decreases with increasing Ag⁺ concentration.

![Figure 1. TEM images of AuNRs prepared with different volumes of 10 mM AgNO₃ solution: (a) 1.0 mL, (b) 1.25 mL, (c) 1.5 mL, (d) 1.75 mL, (e) 2.0 mL, and (f) 2.25 mL.](image)

AuNRs with an aspect ratio of 4.53 were coated with SiO₂ shells of different thicknesses, as shown in the TEM images in Figure 2. Using TEOS solution (20% in methanol) volumes of 150 µL, 270 µL, 360 µL, and 540 µL results in silicon-shell thicknesses of 15 nm, 30 nm, 40 nm, and 45 nm, respectively. Clearly, the thickness of the silicon shell is positively correlated with the amount of TEOS added during synthesis.
Figure 2. TEM images of AuNRs@SiO₂ composites prepared with different volumes of TEOS solution (20% in methanol): (a) 150 µL, (b) 270 µL, (c) 360 µL, and (d) 540 µL.

3.2. SERS Performance of AuNR and AuNRs@SiO₂ Substrates

3.2.1. SERS Performance of AuNR Substrates

The SERS performance of the AuNRs was evaluated using R6G as a probe. A solution containing $1 \times 10^{-5}$ M R6G solution was configured and mixed with the AuNRs at a 1:1 ratio. This mixture was sonicated for 10 min, and the Raman signal was then measured, as shown in Figure 3. The R6G solution prepared without AuNRs only exhibits a relatively weak signal. In contrast, the solutions containing gold nanorods show significant signal enhancement. Strong signals can be seen at 610 cm⁻¹, 770 cm⁻¹, 1124 cm⁻¹, 1186 cm⁻¹, 1284 cm⁻¹, 1361 cm⁻¹, 1510 cm⁻¹, and 1647 cm⁻¹. The peak at 1510 cm⁻¹ is particularly strong and can be regarded as a valid representative peak of the test signal. Comparing these Raman spectra shows that the strongest Raman signal is achieved by the AuNRs prepared using 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO₃ solution. These nanorods have the highest aspect ratio of 4.53 and are the longest of the prepared nanorods, as indicated by the TEM analysis (Figure 1).

Figure 3. SERS-detection profiles of $10^{-5}$ M R6G probe molecules enhanced by AuNR substrates prepared with different volumes of AgNO₃ solution.
The gold nanorods prepared with 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO₃ solution were used for the detection of R6G solutions with concentrations ranging from 10⁻⁵ M to 10⁻¹⁰ M, as displayed in Figure 4. When the R6G concentration is 10⁻¹⁰ M, the peak strength of the peak at 1510 cm⁻¹ is difficult to observe. Therefore, the LOD for R6G is reached at a concentration of 10⁻⁹ M.

The reproducibility of the AuRs prepared with 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO₃ solution was evaluated for the detection of the 10⁻⁵ M R6G solution, as shown in Figure 5. The prepared AuNRs were tested after storage in a dry environment at room temperature in the dark for 1 day, 5 days, 10 days, 15 days, and 30 days. As displayed in Figure 5a, the intensity of the characteristic peaks does not significantly change after storage for up to 30 days, confirming the good stability and reproducibility of the AuNRs. Figure 5b displays a comparison of the peak intensity at 1361 cm⁻¹, obtained by taking any ten points on the “coffee ring” for signal acquisition. The variation in intensity is small, demonstrating the good repeatability of AuNRs as a substrate for the trace detection of R6G.

The AuNRs prepared using 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO₃ solution were further studied as a substrate for the detection of thiram in acetone. The Raman-scattering intensities obtained for solutions of different concentrations are shown in Figure 6, indicating that the LOD is...
$10^{-5}$ M. These results confirm the ideal detection performance of the AuNR substrate for thiram solutions.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** SERS-detection profiles of thiram solution probe molecules with a AuNR substrate.

The AuNRs prepared using 2 mL of 10 mM AgNO$_3$ solution were also studied as a substrate for the detection of solutions with different piroxicam concentrations. The Raman-scattering intensities obtained for different piroxicam concentrations are shown in Figure 7, and the LOD for piroxicam is $10^{-3}$ M. This indicates that the Raman-signal intensity of the piroxicam solution is enhanced by using the AuNRs as a substrate.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** SERS-detection profiles of piroxicam solutions enhanced by a AuNR substrate.

3.2.2. SERS Performance of AuNRs@SiO$_2$ Substrates

AuNRs@SiO$_2$ substrates with different SiO$_2$ coating thicknesses were prepared using the AuNRs with an aspect ratio of 4.53 for the detection of a $10^{-5}$ M R6G solution, as shown in Figure 8. Using the TEOS solution (20% in methanol, volumes of 150 µL, 270 µL, 360 µL, or 540 µL) to coat the AuNRs negatively affects the signal enhancement of the R6G solution. This is because silica acts as a spacer to hinder the exchange of electrons, which affects the Raman signal. The AuNRs@SiO$_2$ substrate with a SiO$_2$-shell thickness of about 15 nm (i.e., prepared with 150 µL of TEOS solution) provides the strongest R6G Raman signal of these substrates. As the SiO$_2$-shell thickness increases, the exchange of electrons is increasingly hindered, leading to an increasingly reduced Raman signal.
The intensity of this peak does not significantly vary, confirming the good repeatability of the AuNRs@SiO2 substrate. This is attributed to the adhesion of the silica layer stabilizing the gold nanorods.

The use of AuNRs@SiO2 as a substrate was studied using different R6G concentrations (10−6 M to 10−10 M) to determine the LOD for R6G, as shown in Figure 9. With decreasing R6G concentration, the characteristic peak of R6G declines. A very low-intensity peak can be observed at a concentration of 10−9 M, but this characteristic peak is no longer observable at 10−10 M. Therefore, the lower LOD for R6G is 10−9 M.

The reproducibility and repeatability of detecting the 10−5 M R6G solution using AuNRs@SiO2 with a thickness of about 15 nm as the substrate were studied, as shown in Figure 10. The prepared AuNRs@SiO2 substrate was stored under dry conditions at room temperature in the dark for 0 days, 5 days, 10 days, 15 days, and 30 days prior to testing, as displayed in Figure 10a. After storage for different lengths of time, similar characteristic peak intensities were obtained, demonstrating that the AuNRs@SiO2 substrate has stable properties and good reproducibility. Figure 10b shows a comparison of the peak intensity at 1361 cm−1 obtained by taking any ten points on the “coffee ring” for signal acquisition. The intensity of this peak does not significantly vary, confirming the good repeatability of the AuNRs@SiO2 substrate. This is attributed to the adhesion of the silica layer stabilizing the gold nanorods.

The AuNRs@SiO2 prepared using 150 µL of TEOS solution were also studied as a substrate for the detection of solutions with different thiram concentrations. The Raman-
scattering intensities obtained for different thiram concentrations are shown in Figure 11, and the LOD for thiram is $10^{-5}$ M.

![Figure 10](image1.png)

**Figure 10.** (a) SERS-detection profiles of the R6G probe molecule enhanced by AuNRs@SiO$_2$ substrates after storage for different amounts of time; (b) intensity histogram of the peak at 1361 cm$^{-1}$ obtained using 10 randomly acquired signals.

![Figure 11](image2.png)

**Figure 11.** SERS-detection profiles of thiram solutions enhanced by a AuNR@SiO$_2$ substrate.

As shown in Figure 12, the acetone solution of Piroxicam of different concentrations was used as the probe, and AuNRs@SiO$_2$ prepared with 150 µL of TEOS solution was added as the substrate. The Piroxicam solution of different concentrations was tested to analyze Raman-scattering intensity. The detection limit of the Piroxicam solution was $10^{-5}$ M. AuNRs@SiO$_2$ as a substrate can enhance well the Raman-signal strength of a Piroxicam solution.

![Figure 12](image3.png)

**Figure 12.** SERS-detection profiles of piroxicam solutions enhanced by a AuNR@SiO$_2$ substrate.
4. Conclusions

Based on the above comparison, it was found that for AuNRs@SiO\textsubscript{2}, the detection sensitivity is slightly higher, which is due to the efficiency of the non-radiative energy transfer between the metal surface and the detection object \cite{26,27}, which is theoretically believed to depend on the competition between Au and the detection object due to distance \cite{28,29}. The non-radiative energy transfer between Au and the analyte forms a competitive mechanism with the radiative energy transfer, indicating the important role played by the thickness of the interlayer SiO\textsubscript{2}. The result of competition will be an appropriate thickness of the interlayer, which will result in the detection lower limit reaching the highest value.

Core–shell structures consisting of gold nanorods coated with SiO\textsubscript{2} (AuNRs@SiO\textsubscript{2}) were prepared, and the crystal structures, microscopic morphologies, and elemental compositions of the uncoated AuNRs and coated AuNRs@SiO\textsubscript{2} nanomaterials were analyzed by TEM and SERS. Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze the surface Raman-enhancement effect of the prepared substrates and to detect rhodamine 6G at low concentrations. The conclusions are as follows:

Au nanorods were prepared by reducing chloroauric acid in an alkaline environment by a seed-growth method using CTAB as a template, and AuNRs with different length–diameter ratios were prepared by changing the amount of AgNO\textsubscript{3} added during synthesis. Next, a SiO\textsubscript{2}-shell layer was coated on the surface of the AuNRs using TEOS as a silicon source via self-assembly. The Raman-scattering intensity of the gold nanorods was studied using rhodamine 6G (R6G), thiram, melamine, and piroxicam, and detection limits of 10\textsuperscript{−8} M, 10\textsuperscript{−5} M and 10\textsuperscript{−3} M were, respectively, achieved. Using AuNRs@SiO\textsubscript{2} as the base and R6G, thiram, and piroxicam as the probes, measurable detection limits of 10\textsuperscript{−9} M, 10\textsuperscript{−6} M, and 10\textsuperscript{−5} M were achieved, and this composite also showed excellent repeatability and reproducibility. This is due to the competition between Au and the detected object due to distance, indicating the important role played by the thickness of the spacer layer of SiO\textsubscript{2}.
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